In this study we used the screening method to estimate the effectiveness of seasonal influenza vaccination during pregnancy in preventing influenza virus infection and influenza-related hospitalisation in infants under six months, in England in the 2013/14 season. Seasonal influenza vaccination in pregnancy was 71% (95% CI: 24–89%) effective in preventing infant influenza virus infection and 64% (95% CI: 6–86%) effective in preventing infant influenza hospitalisation, and should be recommended in pregnancy.

Our study assessed the effectiveness of seasonal influenza vaccination during pregnancy in preventing influenza virus infection and influenza-related hospitalisation in infants under six months of age, in England in the influenza season 2013/14. This study is the first to use the screening method to calculate such an estimate for preventing infant influenza virus infection.

Background
Influenza in infants aged under six months is responsible for a significant burden of illness, impacting on a range of health services. When comparing the incidence of cardiopulmonary-related hospitalisations during influenza seasons to the rest of the year, the average annual increase in the United States (US) was highest for children aged under six months (104 hospitalisations/10,000 children), compared to children aged between six months and 12 months and children aged between one year and three years (50/10,000 and 19/10,000 respectively) [1].

Similar age-specific hospitalisation trends have been observed in England [2]; additionally, higher rates of influenza-related paediatric intensive care unit admissions occurred among children aged under one year (0.7/100,000) compared to those aged from one to four years (0.2/100,000) and five to nine years (0.5/100,000) during the 2009 influenza A(H1N1) pandemic [3]. There are also an estimated 22.3 influenza-attributable consultations in primary care for every child aged under six months admitted to hospital, indicating the intense demands on primary care services [2]. Preventing influenza in those aged under six months is therefore an important health priority. These children are too young to receive the current seasonal influenza vaccines, which are only licensed in older children [4].

Influenza vaccination during pregnancy directly protects newborn infants from influenza virus infection through transplacental transfer of maternal antibodies [5]. Several countries including the US, Canada, the UK (UK) and other European countries, recommend seasonal influenza vaccination during pregnancy, mainly to protect pregnant women who are at increased risk of severe infection, as observed with 2009 pandemic influenza A(H1N1) [4,6,7]. While few studies in other countries have examined the effectiveness of vaccination during pregnancy in preventing infant influenza infection [8-10], there has been no previous assessment of this in England, since its introduction in 2009.

Data collection
We defined a case as an infant aged under six months, born between 1 September 2013 and 31 January 2014, with laboratory-confirmed influenza infection by RT-PCR. Cases were retrospectively identified between 30 September 2013 and 18 May 2014 (the national seasonal influenza surveillance period), from the Respiratory DataMart System (RDMS), a sentinel laboratory surveillance system which collects influenza testing data predominantly from secondary care settings in England [11]. Cases were restricted to those born between 1 September 2013 and 31 January 2014.
which corresponds to the roll-out of the 2013/14 programme of influenza vaccination during pregnancy.

Cases’ general practitioners were sent postal questionnaires to identify if infants were hospitalised, if each infant’s mother had received influenza vaccination during pregnancy (proportion of ‘cases’ vaccinated, PCV) and if so, the vaccination date. Up to three postal/fax reminders were sent to general practitioners in case of non-response.

A mother was classified as fully vaccinated in pregnancy if vaccination occurred at least 14 days before the infant’s birth, (considered the minimum time for the mother to develop a full immune response) or unvaccinated if mothers were vaccinated after birth or not at all. Infants whose mothers were vaccinated less than 14 days before birth or had an unknown vaccination status or vaccination date, were excluded from analysis as the mothers’ immune status was uncertain.

Seasonal influenza vaccination coverage for the population of pregnant women (PPV) in England was identified through a national electronic reporting system (ImmForm) which is used nationally by general practices in England to report vaccine administration for seasonal influenza vaccination. The end of season collection reported a 99.8% response rate in 2013/14 [12]. ImmForm data were used to identify the number of pregnant women (at any stage of pregnancy) registered in primary care, and the cumulative number of these women who received seasonal influenza vaccination between 1 September 2013 and 31 January 2014, at monthly intervals from end-October. Sub-national coverage was calculated for four regions of England (London, South, Midlands and North).

Data analysis
Data analysis was undertaken using Microsoft Excel 2007 (Microsoft, Redmond, Washington) and Stata version 12.0 (StataCorp, College Station, Texas). Characteristics of cases included in the analysis were reported, including age group, sex, influenza sub-type, hospitalisation status and maternal vaccination status.

We used the screening method to estimate vaccine effectiveness (VE); this approach has been used previously to estimate VE against influenza for other groups [13-15].

Crude VE was estimated separately for all influenza cases and for hospitalised influenza cases as:

\[
VE = 1 - \left( \frac{PCV}{1 - PCV} \times \frac{1 - PPV}{PPV} \right)
\]

Adjusted VE for all laboratory-confirmed influenza infection and hospitalised influenza cases was estimated by using the natural logarithm of PPV in each region and month of birth as an offset in a logistic regression model where the outcome was vaccination status during pregnancy for the mother of each case, therefore allowing for individually matched coverage for each case by region and month of birth. Month of birth and region were included as potential confounders as these were both related to vaccine coverage and influenza activity during the influenza season.

Results
There were 43 infants with laboratory-confirmed influenza infection reported through RDMS, born between 1 September 2013 and 31 January 2014 (Figure).

Of these 43 cases, 37 were included in the analysis. Six cases were excluded: two with no response from general practitioners, one with unknown vaccination status of the mother in the returned questionnaire, two with unknown date of maternal vaccination and one with maternal vaccination less than 14 days before birth. Of these cases, 22 were male. Median age of infants at time of influenza testing date was 13 weeks (range 2–21 weeks). Twenty-two cases tested positive for 2009 pandemic influenza A(H1N1), nine for A(H3N2), five for influenza A (unspecified) and one for influenza B.

Nationally, of 659,223 pregnant women, 262,081 (39.8%) were reported to have received seasonal influenza vaccination in pregnancy in 2013/14. Five cases’ mothers were reported to have received seasonal influenza vaccination in pregnancy. The median interval between maternal vaccination and birth was six weeks (range 4–12 weeks). The crude VE for preventing all influenza cases was estimated as 76% (95% confidence interval (CI): 39–93%) and the adjusted VE was 71% (95% CI: 24–89%).

Hospitalisation data were available for 36 cases; of these, 32 cases were hospitalised, including the same five cases as before. The crude VE for hospitalised influenza cases was 72% (95% CI: 26–92%); the adjusted VE was 64% (95% CI: 6–86%).

Discussion
Our results demonstrate that vaccination during pregnancy effectively prevents laboratory-confirmed influenza infection and associated hospitalisation in infants in the first six months of life. These results are comparable with a previous randomised control trial (RCT) in Bangladesh showing that vaccination during pregnancy was 63% effective in preventing influenza in infants aged under six months [8]. Additionally, studies in the US have identified a VE of 48–91% in preventing influenza-related infant hospitalisations [9,10]. Our findings supplement the existing evidence for this intervention, underlining that previous results in earlier seasons in other settings are applicable to the UK and could have implications for other European countries also. Our VE estimate reflects a combination of both the direct effect of transplacental antibody
transfer from mother to foetus but also a likely indirect effect from preventing influenza infection in mothers and subsequent secondary transmission to infants.

A strength of these findings, besides being the first such estimates in Europe in any season, also represent the first VE estimates for seasonal influenza vaccination during pregnancy in the 2013/14 season. In addition, to our knowledge, this is the first study to use the screening method to specifically estimate the effectiveness of vaccination during pregnancy to prevent infant influenza infection. The advantage of this approach is that routinely collected vaccine coverage and case-level data can be adjusted for key confounders to rapidly estimate and disseminate VE prior to the next influenza season. This importantly facilitates comparison of VE between different seasons as circulating influenza subtypes vary between influenza seasons and thus in the closeness of matching to the annual seasonal vaccine. In our study, the influenza subtypes identified among cases closely resembled circulating influenza in the wider population, with the 2009 pandemic influenza A(H1N1) virus predominating in 2013/14 [16].

A strength of this approach is the use of laboratory-confirmed endpoints to provide a more specific VE estimate compared to influenza-like Illness. One potential limitation is the relatively low intensity season seen in 2013/14, which resulted in relatively small numbers of cases in the study and wide CIs. Despite this, evidence of significant effectiveness was observed, although not the ability to examine sub-type specific protection. A further potential limitation of the screening method is that VE can only be adjusted for covariates measured in the population vaccine coverage data; although we were able to adjust for factors such as month, we were not able to examine the effects of trimester of vaccination, prior maternal vaccination or breastfeeding in this study. Furthermore, if unvaccinated mothers took ill infants to health services less frequently than vaccinated mothers, this may bias the VE towards a lower estimate; however such a potential bias due to differences in healthcare seeking would be less important for severe illness requiring hospitalisation. The cases included in this study represent those tested for clinical purposes. Such a selection could potentially bias VE estimates, if the decision to test was associated with the vaccination status of infants’ mothers; however such an effect would be limited as clinicians are unlikely to have been aware of mothers’ vaccination status.

A significant burden of influenza illness is observed in young infants when compared to children and young adults. Preventive measures are needed to reduce influenza-related morbidity among infants, and possibly alleviate pressures on health services, including primary and secondary care. Our study results suggest that seasonal influenza vaccination during pregnancy is effective in preventing laboratory-confirmed influenza illness among infants, potentially helping to address this burden of illness. Although further such studies are needed, particularly in Europe, vaccine uptake in pregnant women can be further improved and our findings can be used to support pregnant women to make informed decisions about seasonal influenza vaccination in pregnancy.
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